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Unity, Gold Coast Intergroup - Fall 2021

Region 7 Rep. - Region 7 Fall Meeting Report
Dear Central Virginia OA Members,
Hi, I’m Tiffiny G., a compulsive overeater and your Region 7 Representative. Sept. 16th-18th, I
attended the Fall Region 7 Business Meeting in Marriottesville, MD. It was the first time I have served
as the CVIG Rep in person. The last two assemblies were held virtually. I felt like a newcomer as I
arrived, looking around and realizing I didn’t recognize anyone! Who would I sit with at dinner? :)
That soon changed and when I left on Sunday, I had come to know the reps and board members
better. We are all compulsive eaters working the OA program.
I always approach the weekend with a little trepidation. Complaining to myself about the drive, all the
things that won’t get done because I’m away, how busy I am, and then judging myself for these
thoughts/feelings. But as I share all this with my sponsor and HP, I also remember that I am always
happy at the end of the weekend. I get energized about my program and am grateful to be of service.
One of the promises of the program is “that feeling of uselessness (and self-pity) will disappear”. After
each weekend, I do feel a sense of usefulness and that feels pretty good. I am practicing allowing myself
to feel good about something I did. That small voice that says “You didn’t really do anything, Tiffiny,”
is still there but it has much less power and volume than it did in the past. And yes, there are business
meetings and committee meetings but there are also OA meetings, fellowship and free time, (which I
used to walk the labyrinth and visit the peace garden). I love meeting program people from different
places. There were people from VA, DE, MD, NJ and PA. It was also the first time I had been in a face
to face meeting in a long time.
Not only that, but the people I admire in OA and who have what I want-they all do service. This is a
good reminder. I remember there were some years that I was unable to do much service and that’s OK
too because attending a meeting, reading at a meeting and sharing honestly are also forms of service. I
do what I can when I can. Service is also a great way to practice boundaries! I almost took on another
task for the upcoming Region 7 Convention, Nov. 4th-6th, even though I knew I already had a lot
going on this Fall. But they needed help! I stopped myself, knowing I would be overcommitting.
Today, I want to approach each task as present as I can and not see it as something to check off my list.
And that’s another thing. I probably would not be attending the Region 7 Convention if I was not on
the planning committee. Service keeps me CONNECTED. As a COE, I tell myself that food plans and
service are a drag. I forget that I feel good when I follow my food plan and I feel good when I do
service.
The topic of the weekend was SERVICE and the OA Responsibility Pledge. (The OA Responsibility
Pledge states “Always extend the heart of OA to all who share my compulsion, for this I am
responsible.”) We almost didn’t have enough representatives to conduct business! We talked a lot
about how we can encourage our Fellowship to work the tool of service on all levels-at meetings,
Intergroup, Region and World Service. It made me grateful to all the members that serve on the
Central Virginia Intergroup.
Did you know that Central VA is allowed two Region 7 representatives? There is one position open if
you are interested. We also need meeting representatives for our monthly zoom intergroup meetings.
If you are looking to pick up the tool of service, there are a lot of opportunities, even for busy people!
Region 7 elected a new Chair and Treasurer. They are still looking for a Recording Secretary and Vice
Chair.
If you are interested in sharing your story with others, there is a 12 Step Within Speaker List - to get
added as a speaker send Elaine an email and she will send you a form for you to complete and send
back to her at elainewm@comcast.net.
Want to feel more connected? Find a service position. Don’t feel qualified? Recovered enough? We
talked about that too. Someone shared the quote:
“HP doesn’t call the equipped. HP equips those that answer the call.”
Sincerely,

Tiffiny G.
CVIG Region 7 Representative
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2022 REGION 7 CONVENTION

Swimming
THE SEAS OF RECOVERY!

NOVEMBER 4-6
OCEAN CITY, MD

CONVENTION
REGISTRATION LINK
www.oaregion7.org

REGISTRATION COST

Early Bird Registration until 9/30/22 -$45
Regular Registration until 10/31/22 - $55
On-site Registration -$65
Lunch & Dinner on Saturday - TBD

GENERAL INQUIRIES

Maria G: mtg7176@gmail.com
Rob L: rob.Lepre@gmail.com

EVENT LOCATION

Princess Royale Oceanfront Resort
9100 Coastal Hwy
Ocean City Maryland 21842

HOTEL RESERVATIONS

ROOM RATES

Single/double occupancy: $109.00
(pool view/ocean view)
Oceanfront suites: $159.00
There are a limited number of
condos available:
Two Bedroom/Two Bath Condo $229.00
Three Bedroom/Three Bath $309.00

Princess Royale
Oceanfront Resort
9100 Coastal Hwy
Ocean City Maryland 21842
Direct Reservations: 1-800-476-9253
Please reference the following information:
a) the check-in date;
b) the group name: Region 7 OA
The special rate cut-off date is 10/01/22.
After that date, the rate and availability is subject to change.
c) the block code: REGION22
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HOTEL RESERVATIONS LINK :

https://bookings.princessroyale.com/

REGION 7 of OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, DC and West Virginia

Routine Can Not Become Routine!
I love my routines. I really function well with structure. The structure of my food plan keeps me
sane around food so that I may apply the steps and principles in all of my affairs. (okay most of
my affairs some of the time). My quiet time morning routine starting with my good morning
blessing to my higher power starts the day so beautifully. I have a workout routine that keeps me
strong and healthy. You can see where I am going with this. I function best with structure and
routine.
However, I must not let my routine become routine (mechanical without any thought).
I can “read” my daily readers and remember not one word. I can recite my prayers and
they never hit my spirit and soul. I can look upon my daily workout with dread rather than
gratitude. When I do this I begin to take the gifts of this program for granted. I can go to my
meeting and not listen-being there in body only.
I pray to always be grateful for the gifts and freedom of this program. I pray to never make my
routine, well, routine. This requires focus, awareness, mindfulness.
I will never, must never, take the gift of abstinence and recovery for granted. It is a precious gift.
~ Terri

The Stepping Stone, Baltimore Intergroup
Volume 44, Issue 5
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The Downside of Asserting My Will
My Higher Power, in His infinite wisdom, has guided sponsees to me, who, after horrific bouts of eating,
start our relationship by debating or negotiating what they “feel comfortable doing”.
Usually, I just say, “Try doing this (fill in the blank) until you get some abstinent days under your belt and
we’ll talk about it when you’re feeling a little steadier on your feet.” In other words – “until you get some
experience of your own, trying using mine, because it worked when I did it.”
Not everybody has to refrain from eating flour and sugar, artificial sweeteners, and caffeinated beverages.
But many people do start out well when they identify and refrain from all foods that they have an attachment
to. From there, their food plan evolves as their judgment improves and they come to appreciate the gift of a
single day of abstinence to a compulsive eater.
Even after 18+ years of continuous abstinence I wonder whether I can go back to eating certain things. Then
I remember what it was like before, and I repeat what I always ask myself when I consider “taking back”
something that I gave up with no negative consequences – “Why?”
What’s in it for me? Accommodating some sort of wishful thinking? Asserting my will? Why aren’t the reasons that I originally gave it up as convincing now as they were then?
In order for me to “smash the delusion that I can one day eat like a normal person”, I need to be able to
give certain things up… just because. There’s a freedom and a sense of personal integrity that comes from
choosing not to give in to an impulse or an urge.

Years ago, I had to give up artificial sweeteners in order to participate in a step study group (not OA, because they had rules like that). When I told the facilitators that I hardly used them, they said something that I
had no comeback for - “Good, then it won’t be a problem for you.”
Anyway, when the group finished up, I realized, “Hey, I can have a Diet Coke.” The thing was, I couldn’t answer the $64,000 question….”Why?” My life had gone very well for the previous year. I didn’t miss the
sweeteners, and I probably could have taken them back. In the end, I knew there was no compelling reason
to rock the boat, especially just to satisfy my curiosity.
I call those “symbolic surrenders”. They may not be physically necessary, but it shows that my will isn’t so
strong that I’m can’t override it, if only to prove that, with G-d’s help, I can.
I wasn’t always this way. I was far more willful and insistent; sometimes outright defiant. But I suffered for it.
My life became more turbulent, and I’d have to work Step One all over again.
As a sponsor, I convey the idea of “symbolic surrenders” to my sponsees because one day they will face a
choice and they’ll need a defense against making the wrong one for frivolous reasons.
Why would I risk upsetting a spiritual awakening just to taste something??? Doesn’t that sound ludicrous?
The literature tells me that as a food addict, I need to be mindful and conscious around food, and respectful
of the power and patience of the disease to undermine my success.
I LOVE my food plan. It has variety and flexibility. Everything tastes great, and I don’t have to chase the
“perfect flavor combination”. I’ve learned the spiritual pleasure of “having enough”.
That’s a freedom every compulsive eater should enjoy before renewing their membership in the debating
society.
The Stepping Stone, Baltimore Intergroup
Volume 44, Issue 5
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~ Neil R., Baltimore MD
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The Difference that Satisfies
Sometimes it’s quite hard to see the difference between a plan of
eating, which says what I’m going to eat and in what quantity, and a
diet, which also says what I’m going to eat and in what quantity. For me,
the difference is about purpose and how I feel about it.
In the old days, the diets I went on required hyper-vigilance and strict
control—by me. Diets seemed to require constant willpower; I got tired
of all that effort and found myself thinking about food all the time. I’d
think about the food I wasn’t eating and start to lust after it. For me,
binges always started with a thought. Then it was a small step from
feeling tired, grouchy, and hungry, to succumbing. I’d really go for it and
binge on everything.
Here’s the difference: Now, my plan of eating is designed to give me everything I need in order to satisfy my body with
optimal nutrition, so it’s naturally abundant and sufficient. There is no lack in a food plan, only boundaries that I need
for my peace of mind. Because my plan of eating contains everything my body needs, it has satisfying quantities and
balance, so my body responds by not craving particular foods. I do get naturally hungry just before mealtimes, but this
is a good feeling and helps me enjoy my meal more. Over time, I’ve found that I prefer to eat the food on my plan of
eating instead of alternatives, such as corporate-catered lunches, which are often really unbalanced.
Between meals, my mind is free from food thoughts, and I can get on with living my life to the fullest. I’ve developed a
trust that the next meal will arrive and satisfy me. I love the routine of that, and it appeals to my inner child, who feels
looked after.
Best of all, there’s a sense that my HP is with me at every meal. I’ve taken to thanking him for the food and my
abstinence before I eat. I also like to maintain conscious contact with every bite of the food, really tasting and enjoying
it, as part of this thanksgiving.
— Anonymous, New Zealand
Unity, Gold Coast Intergroup - Fall 20221
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Serve Others and Recover.

TWELVE STEPS TO A SLIP
Every slip has a beginning. Know your danger
signals.
1. Start missing meetings for any reason, real
or imaginary.
2. Become critical of the methods used by other members who may not agree with you in
everything.
3. Nurse the idea that someday, somehow,
you can eat like ‘normal people’ again.
4. Let the other members do the 12th step
work in your group. You are too busy.
5. Become conscious of your OA “seniority”
and view every member with a skeptical eye.
6. Become so pleased with your own views of
the program that you consider yourself an authority.
7. Start a small clique within your own group,
composed of only a few members who see eye
to eye with you.
8. Tell the new member in confidence that you
yourself do not take ALL of the 12 steps seriously.
9. Let your mind dwell more and more on how
much you are helping others, rather than on
how much the OA program is helping you.
10. If an unfortunate member has a slip, drop
them at once.
11. Graduate to the point of no longer needing
a sponsor yourself.
12. Look upon a food plan as a vital thing for
new members, but not for yourself. You outgrew the need for that long ago.

IT DOES NOT MATTER
HOW SLOW YOU GO AS
LONG AS YOU DON’T
STOP.
6

A key part of recovery in addition to working the
Twelve Steps? Service. When you hear about performing service, you may think, “Wow. Working
Twelve Steps and giving service? That’s a lot!” Rest
assured, the last thing we at OA want to do is to
overwhelm you. Service can be as simple as you
want it to be. Here are some examples:
Show up. Attending a meeting is service.
Unlock the venue for meetings each week. This is a
seemingly simple task, but one of great importance.
Without this act of service, your group can’t meet to
work on their recovery.
Set up and clean up meetings. Putting out and returning chairs, making the books available, and
passing out materials are all ways to serve.
Participate in the meeting. Welcome newcomers,
read or share your own experience, strength and
hope.
When you are ready for more ;
Moderate or lead the meeting. The leader/
moderator is just a member who follows the format
to keep the meeting on topic and on time.
Operate the dashboard. Unique to the virtual world
this position protects the meeting from disruptive
participants.
Participate in group conscience. There are always
different ways of doing things and the meeting
members decide together what is best for the
group.
As your recovery continues, consider being an intergroup rep, attending the meeting, and bringing back
the news to your group. You have many talents and
gifts you can use in OA. Event planner? Help with
workshops, retreats, and assemblies. A writer? Contribute to your local newsletter or submit to calls for
stories.
Providing service opens up a world beyond you,
while also giving you a way to carry our message to
others. The best part? There’s a magical thing that
happens when you serve others; you end up giving
yourself a gift too.
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Annapolis Area OA News, Spring 2022
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Contact Information
*If you want to be added to the Richmond OA
distribution email list send an email to
CVIGOArichmond@gmail.com

Direct Written Correspondence To:

CVIG

P.O. Box 70611
Henrico, VA 23255-0611

Please send content suggestions or corrections to:
Bob E. at
newmindedone@gmail.com.
All member submissions for the newsletter will be considered.
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